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Being, I believe the first time the Scales are published in other than the usual old and approved

fingering, I do not think it out of place to make a few remarks, concerningthe reasons and a _

daptability of this new mode .

All teachers doubtless,have noticed that Pupils learn with greater facility such scales as B

major, F sharp major and D flat majorathan such as B flat major. The reason for this is because in

the former the thumbsof both hands occur on the same notes, while in the latter ( Bflat major

and others) the thumb of the right hand occurs sometimes with the 2d. finger sometimes with

the 3d.finger of the left hand. If this method of playingboth thumbs together be easier,why

not adapt it through all the scales major as well as minor. I have found in my experience as a

teacher that the pupils learn the scales in this manner in a shorter time and perform them

more evenly

RICH.ZECKWER.



PREPARATORY EXERCISES*

In Octaves. ^
C Major. l

5^ MAJOR SCALES,
la

14 G Major. *

In Sixths. l

"*fl™ »
tlpsg i

In allMajor Scales in Octaves C andFare played with the thumb inbothhands;inTenths the first and third of both
hands are played together.



In Octaves

D Major. _X
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In Octaves.
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6 ,In Octaves
BP Major.
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CHROMATIC SCALES

1, The fingering marked a,is called the French

2. That marked b, is called English.

3.That marked c, is the German -
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The following method is only to be used when the Chromatic Scales occur in conjunction with double notes

The Chromatic Scales in parallel motion may be practiced, beginning with different notes
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The following fingering may be found a very useful exercise; each hand tobe played separately,
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There aretwo keys Ist.the Major 2nd.the Minor keys

1st. the Major Scales,

The major scales are divided in two halves. The first part in C major is composed of C,D,E,F, the other of

G.A.B.C .Every major scale closes with ahalf tone.The steps in the major scales are:

c
i

DiViViY
We have 12 major scales. One can form major scales with 12 fts and 12bg,butfromthe7th ^itisprefered

toput band alsofromthe 7thbto put ff on account of its easier reading . To imagine a key or to form one,

means,tolearn,which steps in the scale are to be raised or lowered. We begin with C,sign it as the beginning and

write a cipher above it,as a sign, that no tone is raised or lowered .thanwe write after C the Fifth and so on

every Fifth from the last tone. FromC the Fifth in G, Ghas Iff .The following key with 2tfsis formed, in taking

the Fifth of G (that is D) and so on. Now we find that in everykey formed after C one tone is raised and

every raised tone remains sharp. In G major is one tone raised in D major remains the same one and another

is added; in A major remain both and a third is added etc. This representation of the keys is called Fifth Circle.

The keys with too many changes( ft orb) are dispensable. If weputhere
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the keys with tf and those with b together for comparison we find that

Dbb with 12 bis the same as C major
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All these compared keys are only enharmonic changes

2 Minor Scales

on we luminal:

BTf with 12 ff is the same as C major

Abb .. lib .. G
Ebb .. 10b .. D
Bbb .. 9b .. .. A
Fb ..8 .. . .. E
cb .. 7 .. . B

8 .

7 .

F
Bb ..

with 1b

.. 2b

eI> .. ..3b

Ab .. ..4b

Db ..5b

The steps of the minor scales are

V»Vt E F# G#A going down AG FED CB AIJ2 1 1 2 1 l 2 I

which is called the melodic, in contrary to the harmonic minor scales . Every minor key lies a minor third

below its relative major key, The formation of the minor scale is as follows: A minor is played ascending

like A major with the exception that the third is lowered a semitone; descending it is like its relative major

scale, that is like C major.
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